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Definition and Conceptual 
Frame of the Theme
The contemporary ecological, economic, and political crises 
urge us to imagine an architecture that offers a critical and 
creative relationality within a more-than-human world. It 
is widely discussed in the post-human debate that in order 
to be able to keep living in this world we need to embrace 
our dependency on others to live together, try to maintain 
those vital relationships among species and further repair 
those links that are broken due to previous ignorant activities 
of humankind. The totality of giving the needed attention 
through acts ranging from acknowledgement to reparation 
and rehabilitation and regeneration of relationships may be 
defined in its basic sense as caring.

This term we would like to ask what care means for 
architecture, how an architecture of care may mean for the 
emergent issues raised by a crisis-laden world? This question 
is not about the better design of care institutions such as 
hospitals, homes for the aged, and rehabilitation centers for 
stray animals, although those will be put into scrutiny and 
alternatives may be proposed. We are specifically interested 
in an architecture that establishes a new relationality 
between the built and natural, human and non-human, local 
and non-local, and present, not(-yet)-present.

In this diploma project, we would like to explore kinds of 
architecture that develop through thinking and acting 
with care. We will be considering care with its multiple 
connotations such as taking responsibility for a need (a 
material action, practices), worries, anxieties, conflicts and 
pleasure that arise within either the one that gives care or 
receives it (affections, affects, interrelations), and a possibility 
of curing for a better life (politics, ethics). What could these 
mean for architecture? Are there any actions of care that 
architecture may take in the processes of conception and 
realization? Is it possible to suggest a non-hierarchical 
exchange of care through architecture? Can architecture 
offer a place of curing and healing together?

Some possible challenges in thinking about care lies in the 
fact that care is both an everyday practice of looking after 
those in need and an institutionalized act of keeping the 
society or its environment in good condition. In the former 
case, care practices have been assumed as a part of the 
private realm to be disregarded and devalued. For example, 
often women, who restrain themselves from public life, take 
the responsibility of children, elderly, and the sick without 
recognition of the support they provide for the economy 
and society. In the latter, those care practices lended over 
to institutions have been more and more centralized and 
detached from society, resulting in some of the broken 
social and material links we suffer from today. Stray dog 
rehabilitation centers are striking examples of those 
institutions where the society diminishes its responsibility to 
tax-giving and expects resolving of issues through spatial 
expulsion and isolation. What kind of responsibilities could 
these challenges lend to architecture? Could we question 
the established programs for care related spaces and 
institutions?

Here the garden is both a metaphor for a nurturing relational 
architectural approach and also a material reality at the 
former gardens of Balıklı/Zeytinburnu. This garden does 
not need to be floral or agricultural in the literal sense of 
the word, although those may be thought as part of it. A 
garden provides us with a myriad of spatial and imaginative 
possibilities such as winding routes, openings for gathering, 
playing fields, forking paths (Borges, The Garden of Forking 
Paths), forgetting nooks  (Tekin, Unutma Bahçesi), transition 
holes to fall into (Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland), 
corners and curves for falling in and out of love (Shakespeare, 
A Midsummer Night’s Dream), keeping secrets (Burnett, The 
Secret Garden), building mysteries, having irrationalities and 
dreams, among many others.

The site in Balikli-Zeytinburnu is the large building island 
where the recently demolished Abdi İpekçi Sports Hall was 
located just outside the land walls of historical Istanbul, 
opposite Yedikule and its bostans, with ancient holy springs 
and healing waters in the neighborhood. This is a cultural 
landscape which has been woven with social and spatial 
relationships for caring and curing with. This site is a 
complicated network of relationships We would like to seek 
ways of repairing the existing built environment, recycling 
and reusing materials and also regenerating other new social 
and spatial relationships through an architectural design 
project for dwelling, learning, and production, which will be 
elaborated by each student according to their individual 
conceptual and programmatic approaches.

Searching for ways of “healing together,” while “caring 
together” for biological, social, temporal and spatial diversity, 
a garden provides us with the connotations of regeneration 
and resilience. The place we choose for exploring this theme 
is just outside the city walls of historical Istanbul, a cultural 
landscape which has been woven with social and spatial 
relationships for caring and curing with. Remembering that 
walking along the city wall was once a spatial pastime 
activity, bostans have been a place of cultivating and 
producing together, the fields of Balıklı have been occupied 
by recreational and medical facilities, and the area is 
known for its ancient healing and spiritual spaces. Yet, this 
landscape is also remarkable for the broken relationships 
due to constant building and rebuilding activities. We would 
like to revive this part of the city through the possibilities 
of a garden. A garden will help us seek an understanding 
of the city’s existence within an infrastructure, not merely 
reconstruct the historical-physical layers and artifacts, not 
particularly the bostans, but mend the broken social spatial 
relationships and reconstruct new ones within the cultural 
landscape of the land walls and Balıklı Çayırı. 

About the place

The place is special with the existence of land walls, 
vegetable gardens (bostan) and meadows (çayır), religiously 
and spiritually significant buildings, historical medical 
buildings, historical train lines that connect the city center 
to suburbs and other cities, main roads that provide links 
between the newly developing parts of the metropolitan 
area and the historical center, and a close connection to the 
Marmara Sea.

As architectural structures, land walls are built with three 
different parts: the main wall on the natural topography, the 
front wall, and the ditch (Müller-Weiner, 2007). Extending 
from Golden Horn to the Marmara Sea, these structures have 
been through major physical interventions since their first 
construction.

The disappearance of the need for protection, which was 
perhaps the most prominent transformation, has integrated 
life inside and outside the city and it increased the 
participation of the walls in daily life. However, as a boundary, 
the city walls continued to have a decisive role in the urban 
fabric, limiting the city’s development in the West. Outside 
of the walls, the settlement for mainly production continued. 
In this process, with the growing population, an imperial 
decree was issued in the Ottoman period related to the use 
of the stones of the city walls in the construction of houses 
around them (Kuban, 2010). In addition, at the beginning of 
the 1870s, the construction of a railway has become a cause 
of destruction for some parts of the city walls (Ahunbay & 
Ahunbay, 2000). 

In the first years of the Turkish Republic, these structures lost 
almost all of their border and defense functions; they were 
regarded as part of cultural heritage in need of protection. 
In this context, since 1935, many urban planners, including 
Proust, have provided a master plan for protection for the city 
walls and built environment (Arabacıoğlu & Aydemir, 2008).

The major actors of Istanbul’s contextual change, such 
as industrialization, population growth and new large 
transportation routes, accelerated with the concept of 
modern city have transformed the role of the land walls in the 
periphery to create boundaries.
 

The agricultural fields outside the walls were turned into 
industrial zones in time, the architectural pattern of new 
settlements and the profiles of their inhabitants started to 
change significantly. After UNESCO’s declaration of Land 
Walls between Topkapı and Yedikule Gates as a World 
Heritage in 1980, some of the large industrial buildings 
were moved to different locations around the city; and the 
gaps they created in the urban texture were re-functioned 
for different purposes (Istanbul Historic Peninsula Site 
Management Plan, 2011). Later, the walls and their near 
surroundings were defined as ‘Buffer Zones’ in the current 
development plan of the Municipality (Istanbul Historic 
Peninsula Site Management Plan, 2011). Although the walls 
and their nearby areas were designated as recreational 
areas for the inhabitants, some of their parts are used as 
shelters by homeless people and animals, water treatment 
plants, and recently hotels and private universities. 
Yedikule Fortress. Ruins belong to a structure that was used 
as an official treasury fort, then a state prison, and finally 
opened to the public as a museum.
The district of Zeytinburnu. From the early 19th century 
onwards Zeytinburnu was an industrial village, centered on 
the leather industry of the area called Kazlıçeşme, which 
being on the coast with a good water supply was well suited 
to leather production. Up until the mid-20th century the 
residents were an urban mix of Greeks, Armenians, Bulgarians, 
Jews and Turks and still today the Yedikule Surp Pırgiç 
Armenian Hospital is active in Kazlıçeşme, and has a museum 
in the grounds. The character of Zeytinburnu changed when 
a large wave of immigrants from Anatolia came and settled 
there from 1950 on. Zeytinburnu is an important lesson for city 
planning in Turkey, because it was one of the first Gecekondu 
districts.
Balıklı (Greek: Μπαλουκλί, pr. “Baluklí”) is the name of 
the quarter where the project site sits. It belongs to 
the Zeytinburnu district, and is part of the Kazlıçeşme 
neighborhood. Before the rapid increase of Istanbul’s 
population in the 1970s, Balıklı was a rural quarter with 
large meadows. The name of the quarter (balikli in Turkish 
means “with fish”, “place where there are fishes”) comes 
from the fishes present in the fountain of holy water (Greek: 
ἁγίασμα, hagiasma, whence Turkish: ayazma) situated now 
in the complex of the Church of St. Mary of the Spring, an 
important Eastern Orthodox sanctuary. In the Byzantine 
Period it was known as Pege (Greek: Πηγή, meaning “Spring”) 
per antonomasia, always because of the same source. The 
quarter is characterized by the presence of several Muslim, 
Eastern Orthodox and Armenian cemeteries, which until 
now give to it a country-like character. About one kilometer 
south of the church of St. Mary, an important Greek hospital, 
the Balikli Rum Hastanesi Vakf (“Balikli Greek Hospital 
Foundation”) is active.

[Resource: Wikipedia and referenced authors]

The project site

The project site is the large building island where the recently 
demolished Abdi İpekçi Sports Hall is located. It is called 
“Balıklı”, an area with holy springs and healing waters in its 
immediate vicinity. Just outside the Land Walls of Istanbul, 
near the Yedikule orchards, it is a rapidly changing region 
with demolitions today.
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Aim and Scope
Diploma project, as an essential phase of architectural 
education, aims to bring the students into adequate 
architectural knowledge, and the skills of reasoning and 
decision-making. It aims to validate that each student has 
acquired the understanding and competence necessary for 
the architectural profession. It requires the demonstration 
of the knowledge and skills to produce an architectural 
solution and to make design decisions about a single project, 
as well as a comprehensive integration and consideration 
of design knowledge, and decisions across systems, 
scales, and disciplines. The diploma project consists of the 
student projects, 3 jury sessions to be held throughout the 
semester, and a final review. The final product is expected 
to culminate from the program defined in the brief. The 
semester-long design process concludes with an outcome of 
an architectural project reflecting students’ performances, 
intellectual actions, and their approach to architectural 
research and analyses within a given scope. The development 
of each student is examined and improved through jury 
evaluations and critics.

> Project: The project will be the outcome of the students’ 
studies on the given subject and especially their personal 
arguments and efforts. The result is expected to be developed 
in guidance of the specified architectural program, urban 
context and other conditions concerning the location and 
program.

> Workshop: It is planned to organize a workshop for the 
program at the beginning of the Diploma Project process. The 
aforementioned workshop is about revealing the program-
context relationship that takes into account the target users 
and expectations of the project. The content of the workshop 
constitutes a critical start for the Diploma Project.

> Jury Sessions: According to the 1st article of ITU’s Principles 
of Education and Teaching Fundamentals for the Spring 
Semester of the 2021-2022 Academic Year, the education 
will be conducted face-to-face in the Spring Semester of 
the 2021-2022 Academic Year. For this reason, students 
are required to be in the studio at each jury session, and 
represent their projects face-to-face. The project developed 
by the students will be presented to the jury members at 
the indicated dates. All the drawings and other requested 
documents should be prepared for the sessions, in order 
to be reviewed and evaluated by the jury. In these sessions 
the jury members will share their critics and comments on 
the proposals. The reviewing order of the projects will be 
determined on the jury day. Participation is mandatory.

> Final Jury: According to the 1st article of ITU’s Principles 
of Education and Teaching Fundamentals for the Spring 
Semester of the 2021-2022 Academic Year, the education 
will be conducted face-to-face in the Spring Semester of 
the 2021-2022 Academic Year. For this reason, students are 
required to be in the studio at the final jury, and represent 
their projects face-to-face. Final Jury will be held for the 
presentations and explanations of the completed projects. 
Besides that, the jury members may ask students various 
questions in order to gain insight about the students’ 
approach. The final evaluation and grading includes all 
the stages, i.e. the final project, preliminary and final juries 
together; the project should not be regarded as the single 
input for the final evaluation.

The student needs to meet the Prerequisites for the 
Graduation Project (MIM 492, MIM 492E) or the Diploma 
Project (MIM 4902, MIM 4902E) in the curriculum and ‘Other 
Requirements’ determined by the Senate. For the general 
rules not written in the Diploma Project Principles, the “Senate 
Principles” are valid related to taking the Diploma Project, 
submissions and examinations of the Diploma Project. Links 
below must be checked: 

> Diploma Project Fundamentals (Diploma Projesi Esasları): 
https://darch.itu.edu.tr/diploma-projesi/
> Senate Principles on Diploma Project, Receipt, Delivery and 
Exam (Diploma Projesi, Alınması, Teslimi ve Sınavı Hakkında 
Senato Esasları): https://www.sis.itu.edu.tr/TR/mevzuat/
bitirme-esaslar.php
[https://mim.itu.edu.tr/ogrenci-isleri-duyurular/
https://mim.itu.edu.tr/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/
FK_30092019_ilk-dört_yariyil_basari_sarti_karari.pdf
[https://www.sis.itu.edu.tr/TR/ogrenci/lisans/onsartlar/
onsartlar.php
> Please examine the following links: https://www.sis.
itu.edu.tr/TR/ogrenci/lisans/ders-bilgileri/ders-bilgileri.
php?subj=MIM&numb=4902E
https://www.sis.itu.edu.tr/TR/ogrenci/lisans/ders-bilgileri/
ders-bilgileri.php?subj=MIM&numb=4902]

Evaluation Criteria
Jury sessions have a %40 effect, the final submission and the 
final jury has a 60% effect on total grading. Students who 
take the Diploma Project are obliged to make a presentation 
in three interim juries and a final jury and to fully attend the 
sketch exams. The grade of the student who does not take 
the Sketching Exam is evaluated as VF. Students, who do 
not enter more than one jury, are evaluated with VF grade. 
Students, who fail to submit their final project, or, submit and 
not join the final jury, are considered unsuccessful (FF). For the 
Diploma Project to be considered successful, a minimum (CC) 
grade must be obtained. Jury members will grade students’ 
projects based on the evaluation criteria in the Course 
Catalog Form in addition to the criteria below:

> Attendance to jury, sketch exam, workshop and board 
sessions
> Personal evaluation of the design problem, ability of 
approaching design problems in a multidimensional way, 
performance of carrying out the whole design process in a 
critical way
> Expected competence in establishing relations of design 
decisions with context, program and spatial-formal-tectonic 
layout
> Adequate usage of representation tools in the production, 
development and communication of design concepts, 
competence in multidimensional representation media
> Submission of required materials both for the jury session 
and final submission.
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Schedule
February 21, 2022 Monday
Beginning of Spring term

February 23, 2022 Wednesday 
13:30 / 3502 / Introduction Meeting of the Diploma Project 
16:30 / Seminar: “Danalar girmiş bostana”:
Yedikule Extra-mural Zone,” Prof. Dr.  Namık Erkal (TEDU)

February 26, 2022 Saturday
10:00-17:30 / Site Seeing and Mapping Workshop
Meeting at Kazlıçeşme Station, Marmaray

March 02, 2022 Wednesday
11:00 / 3502 / Presentation of conceptual piece “care work”
15:30 / Seminar: “The Latent Heritage of the Land Walls of 
Istanbul,” Assoc. Prof. Dr. Figen Kıvılcım Çorakbaş (Uludağ Uni)
17:30 / Kalyon Kültür / Exhibition Tour:  “Flora” 
17:00 / Ninova / Deadline for submitting questions

March 04, 2022 Friday
23:59 / Ninova / Submission of the conceptual work

March 09, 2022 Wednesday
10:00-13:30 / 3502 / Presentation of “program diagrams and 
architectural narratives” its relationship to conceptual piece
13:30 / Ninova / Announcement of the answers

March 21, 2022 Monday 
Until 20:00 / Ninova / Digital submission of documents 
for 1st Jury

March 23, 2022 Wednesday 
09:30-17:30 / 3502 / 1st Jury

April 25, 2022 Monday 
Until 20:00 / Ninova / Digital submission of documents 
for 2nd Jury

April 27, 2022 Wednesday
09:30-17:30 / 3502 / 2nd Jury

May 11, 2022 Wednesday
To be announced / Sketch Exam

May 23, 2022 Monday
Until 20:00 / Ninova / Digital submission of documents 
for 3rd Jury

May 25, 2022 Wednesday
09:30-17:30 / 3502 / 3rd Jury

June 03, 2022 Friday
End of the Spring semester

June 20, 2022 Monday
Until 20:00 / Ninova / Digital submission of documents 
for Final Jury

June 23, 2022 Thursday
09:30-17:30 / 3502 / Final Jury

June 26, 2022 Sunday
12:00 / SIS İTU / Deadline for Submission of 
Grades of Diploma Project

*Models must be brought in and presented to the jurors on the 
day of the jury.

Documents to be 
Submitted to the Students
Diploma Project Brief: A digital copy of the brief and all 
related documents (maps, photographs, etc.) will be shared 
via the official Ninova system. Additional cloud storage 
services might be used for larger files and submissions.

Additional cloud storage services such as Google Drive may 
be used for larger files and submissions.
https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1ox1wWBe5nqOJLdnnL1DW8Yy81ilkZkLi

Required Materials for 
Jury Evaluation
The materials for jury evaluation are specified both for 
students and jury sessions. Jury members may ask additional 
content from students for their process through juries. For 
the final jury, students are expected to provide the materials 
described in the Article 7 of the Diploma Project Principles at 
minimum.

Requirements for workshop 1:

Care work
This task requires students to respond to the theme of “care” 
through a conceptual piece. Each student is asked to enact 
a material practice of care, which acknowledges local and 
global relationships, multiplicity of scales, and diversity of 
agents. 

a film, 60 seconds
a mapping/drawing of this practice (presentation board in 
desired printable format)

Requirements for workshop 2:

Program diagrams and architectural narratives 
With this study, students are expected to develop the 
program with their own conceptual approaches and to 
represent them with diagrams in the context of spatial and 
urban relations. Approximate built areas (m2) and relationship 
with the site are required to be noted. These Diagrams should 
be accompanied by visual (collage, photography..etc) and 
textual expression (250-300 words) of the spatial narrative 
that forms the basis of their approach.

Diagram and the architectural narrative  
(presentation board in desired printable format)

Requirements for the 1st Jury:

Presentation boards which must show ideas, concepts and 
decisions that were improved through research and analyses 
for the project proposal and scenarios for the whole of the 
urban area by using different representation techniques 
like schemas, diagrams, drawings, texts, photographs, 
perspectives, models, collages, films, storyboards… specified 
by individual approaches and in convenient various scales. 
Students are encouraged to develop various alternatives. 
There must be a scale bar in every presentation board.

Diagrams and narratives representing program proposal, 
approach to the theme, context and site

Site plan and site section using appropriate scale 
(1/2000 and 1/1000).

Plans, sections, elevations and silhouettes of urban and 
architectural design decisions that discuss the programmatic 
and architectural design concept with spatial proposals for 
life scenarios (1/500)

Physical model Scaled conceptual / diagrammatic model 
(related with the theme and principle settlement decisions). 
The students are expected to include model visuals in 
presentations. Also 3D scan methods and applications can be 
used for scanning physical models in three dimensions. While 
students will not deliver physical models, they are expected to 
make physical models.

Digital Models can be made a part of the presentation using 
augmented reality (AR) or virtual reality (VR) applications 
such as kubity go, augment, etc.

 + A3 Portfolio
An A3 booklet will be submitted as a summary of the whole 
process of the work done for the 1st jury including the 
architectural design report attached.

 

Requirements for the 2nd Jury:

Presentation boards that must show life scenarios and 
architectural decisions that were developed through research 
and analyses for the project proposal and scenarios by 
using different representations like schemes, diagrams, 
drawings, texts, photographs, perspectives, models, collages, 
films, storyboards… specified by individual approaches 
and in convenient various scales. Descriptions of all the 
main aspects of design. Proposals are expected to be more 
developed in terms of spatial, morphological, structural, 
constructional aspects. There must be a scale bar in every 
presentation board.

Site plan and site section using appropriate scale 
(1/2000, 1/1000 and 1/500)

Plans, sections, elevations and silhouettes of urban and 
architectural design decisions that discuss the programmatic 
and architectural design concept with spatial proposals for 
life scenarios using appropriate scale 
(1/500 and partial 1/200)

Plans, sections, elevations and perspective drawings that 
helps understanding of all spatial arrangements showing 
architectural design decisions (spatial relation scenarios, 
interpretations of the programme and operational systems 
and the research about subsystems i.e. structural system, 
building element systems and service systems’ type and 
materials) and their representative drawings in 1/500 and/or 
1/200 scales.

Physical model 
Scaled conceptual / diagrammatic model (related with the 
theme and principle settlement decisions). The students are 
expected to include model visuals in presentations. Also 3D 
scan methods and applications can be used for scanning 
physical models in three dimensions. While students will not 
deliver physical models, they are expected to make physical 
models. 

1/500 (focused on project area) scales. The students are 
expected to include model visuals in presentations. Also 3D 
scan methods and applications can be used for scanning 
physical models in three dimensions. 

Digital Models can be made a part of the presentation using 
augmented reality (AR) or virtual reality (VR) applications 
such as kubity go, augment, etc. 

+ A3 Portfolio
An A3 booklet will be submitted as a summary of the whole 
process of the work done for the 2nd jury including the 
architectural design report attached.
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Requirements for the 3rd Jury:

Presentation boards that must show life scenarios and 
architectural decisions that were developed through 
research for the project proposal and scenarios by using 
different representations like schemas, diagrams, drawings, 
texts, photographs, perspectives, models, collages, films, 
storyboards… specified by individual approaches and in 
convenient various scales. There must be a scale bar in every 
presentation board. 

Site plan in 1/1000 and 1/500

Plans, sections, elevations and silhouettes of urban design 
decisions that discuss the programmatic and architectural 
design concept with spatial proposals for life scenarios in 
1/1000 and 1/500 scales.

Plans, sections, elevations and perspective drawings 
that show architectural design decisions (spatial relation 
scenarios, interpretations of the programme and operational 
systems and the research about subsystems i.e. structural 
system, building element systems and service systems’ type 
and materials) and their representative drawings 
in 1/500 and/or 1/200 scales.

System detail drawing (partial system section, partial plan 
and partial elevation), including one typical axis which 
comprise structural system, building element system, service 
system and their components (materials and details) 
in 1/20 scale.

Physical model
Scaled conceptual / diagrammatic model (related with the 
theme and principle settlement decisions). The students are 
expected to include model visuals in presentations. Also 3D 
scan methods and applications can be used for scanning 
physical models in three dimensions. While students will not 
deliver physical models, they are expected to make physical 
models. 

1/500 (focused on project area) scales. The students are 
expected to include model visuals in presentations. Also 3D 
scan methods and applications can be used for scanning 
physical models in three dimensions. 

1/200 sectional model from the project with tectonic and 
material relationships.

Digital Models can be made a part of the presentation using 
augmented reality (AR) or virtual reality (VR) applications 
such as kubity go, augment, etc. 

+ A3 Portfolio
An A3 booklet will be submitted as a summary of the whole 
process of the work done for the 3rd jury including the 
architectural design report attached.

resources for germination. Seeds are larger in size and 
produced in smaller amounts, those qualities make them 
less mobile in comparison to spores, which are microscopic 
in size and produced in large numbers to be able to spread 
through air and water flows. Here, we are looking for spaces 
that behave differently for different purposes and in different 
conditions. These spaces may include (but not limited to):

> dwelling for those who seek to receive care and who are 
willing to give care (children, elderly people, disabled people, 
vulnerable groups, animals, plants,...)
> research labs, workshops, offices, co-working
> resting places for researchers
>research library, exhibition, archive, depot, collection 
rooms  
>reproductive practices (repaing, reusing, regenerating,…) 
>learning, healing, eating, cooking, painting, dancing, sports

Roots and Fungus
The relationship of roots and fungus is an inspiration for 
us to think about the supportive elements of the program. 
There is a term “mycorrhiza,” which is assembled from Greek 
words for “fungus” and “root.” This term refers to the intimate 
entanglement of fungi and plant roots. Neither the fungus nor 
the plant can flourish without the activity of the other. The 
fungus aims to get fed and extends its body into the host’s 
roots siphoning off some of the plant’s carbohydrates through 
specialized interface structures, made in the encounter. On 
the other hand, fungi give care and stimulate plant growth, by 
getting plants more water and making the nutrients available 
to plants. By leaning on fungal companions, trees grow strong 
and numerous, making forests. Considering such a mutual 
supportive system, we would like to explore possible support 
structures, such as (but not limited to) those below:

> encountering spaces and circulation
> administration 
> services and technical spaces 

Recommended Books and 
Materials
Primary Readings:
Fitz, A., Krasny, E., & Wien, A. (Eds.). (2019). Critical care: 
Architecture and urbanism for a broken planet. MIT Press.

Gabauer, A., Knierbein, S., Cohen, N., Lebuhn, H., Trogal, K., 
Viderman, T., & Haas, T. (2022). Care and the city: encounters 
with urban studies (p. 254). Taylor & Francis.

Others: 
Çorakbaş, F.K., Aksoy, A., & Ricci, A. (2013). A Report of 
Concern On The Conservation Issues Of The Istanbul Land 
Walls World Heritage Site With A Special Focus on the 
Historic Yedikule Vegetable Gardens (Yedikule Bostanları), 
based on Kıvılcım Çorakbaş’s research on “The Preparation 
of a Site Management Plan for the Istanbul Land Walls 
World Heritage Site” at Koç University’s Research Center on 
Anatolian Civilizations (RCAC)

Haraway, D. J. (2016). Staying with the Trouble. Duke 
University Press.

Tsing, A. L. (2015). The Mushroom at the End of the World. 
Princeton University Press.

Requirements for the Final Jury:

Presentation boards that show the ideas and decisions that 
were developed through research for the project proposal 
and scenarios by using different representations like schemas, 
diagrams, drawings, texts, photographs, perspectives, 
models, collages, films, storyboards… specified by individual 
approaches and in convenient various scales. Photos of the 
physical model should be embedded into the boards. There 
must be a scale bar in every presentation board.

Site plan in 1/1000 scale.

Plans, sections, elevations and silhouettes of urban design 
that discuss the programmatic and spatial proposals for life 
scenarios in 1/1000 and 1/500 scales.

Plans, sections, elevations and perspective drawings 
that show architectural design decisions (spatial relation 
scenarios, interpretations of the programme and operational 
systems and the research about the materials, details and 
technical subsystems) in 1/500, 1/200 scales.

System detail drawing (partial system section, partial plan 
and partial elevation), including one typical axis which 
comprise structural system, building element system, service 
system and their components (materials and details) 
in 1/20 scale.

Physical model 
Scaled conceptual / diagrammatic model (related with the 
theme and principle settlement decisions). The students are 
expected to include model visuals in presentations. Also 3D 
scan methods and applications can be used for scanning 
physical models in three dimensions. While students will not 
deliver physical models, they are expected to make physical 
models. 

1/500 (focused on project area) scales. The students are 
expected to include model visuals in presentations. Also 3D 
scan methods and applications can be used for scanning 
physical models in three dimensions. 

1/200 sectional model from the project with tectonic and 
material relationships.

Digital Models can be made a part of the presentation using 
augmented reality (AR) or virtual reality (VR) applications 
such as kubity go, augment, etc. 

+ A3 Portfolio
For the final presentation an A3 booklet will be submitted as 
a summary of the whole process of the work done during the 
Diploma Project including the architectural design report 
attached.

After a selection, diploma projects will be exhibited online 
that will be announced later.

Presentation Guidelines
The size for the presentation boards is A1 or A0 .PDF file 
format. (For some tips about optimizing your PDF files, you can 
visit https://darch.itu.edu.tr/tips-pdf-optimization/?lang=en.) 
The ground level plans, sections, and elevations must include 
the immediate surroundings, transportation (vehicle and/or 
pedestrian) connections and close landscape of the building. 

The method of presentation is on students’ choice, provided 
that the students themselves prepare and present the 
material. Drawing methods, use of manual or digital 
representation techniques, 3D modeling of the project 
proposal and use of color is left to the discretion of the 
student. In addition to these, students are advised to submit 
properly formatted documents if sketches, graphics and 
textual descriptions depicting the process are to be used. 
Posters are to be prepared with a view to project integrity 
and ease of exhibition and preservation. Also each poster, 
layout plan and model will be organized from the same 
viewing direction graphically. Expressing the architectural 
project in its entirety and authenticity will be taken into 
consideration in the evaluation.

In the jury submissions, project documents will be uploaded 
to the Ninova system at the time period specified in the 
schedule. Documents should not exceed 50 MB size per file 
(Models must be presented to the jurors in the studio).

For A3 exhibition, Faculty Archive and NAAB documents, a 
template will be shared with students via Ninova again.

Architectural Brief and 
Programme
The concept of “Caring/Curing” is expected to materialize in 
architecture recording to each student’s approach. The size 
of the built area is approximately 10.000 m2. Students are 
expected to design a structure that precedes being a part of 
the space. The program is open to different interpretations 
and is suggested in a way that allows the student to 
determine the spatial organization and sizes, and its main 
topics are as follows.

A garden 
Here the garden is a metaphor for a space of participation, 
meeting and collaboration. This space is the main space 
of reproductive and learning practices, and its character 
depends on the properties of the proposed care practices. It 
is up to the design proposal whether it is a single large space, 
open air or enclosed, or a combination of multiple spaces, 
but it is required to be thoughtfully considered in relation to 
specific proposed social and programmatic requirements. 
This garden is expected to be regarded as a variety of 
spatial organizations that range across different degrees of 
accessibility, transparency, privacy, and enclosure. 

Seeds and Spores 
Seeds and spores are metaphors for spaces for holding, 
disseminating and enabling. Both seeds and spores are 
structures of reproduction, yet the main difference between 
seeds and spores is that the former contain resources to 
germinate in harsh conditions and the latter requires outside 
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